When Safety is Your First Concern, Quality Counts

Because every patient and senior living resident deserves an individualized care plan to ensure their safety, we offer our TABS® fall management solutions to monitor individuals who are at risk of falls, whether in a bed, wheelchair or the restroom.

To reduce the common challenge of alarm fatigue, TABS monitors can be integrated with your existing nurse call and emergency call systems, such as our own Arial® solution.

We invite you to learn more about customizing a solution that meets your requirements with the quality products available only from STANLEY Healthcare.

Monitor Overview

**LTC Professional Monitor**
**Model 25022**
**Key Advantages:**
- Audible initial pressure detection
- 110 Volt power capability
- String and/or pressure pad monitoring with TABS Pressure Pads
- Recordable voice message with built-in microphone
- Separate sensor pad input jack
- Four distinct alarm tones
- Resets alarm during pressure pad use when resident returns their weight to the pad
- Two wall mounting choices
- Low battery alert for peace of mind
- Can be connected to an existing nurse call system
- Locking Garment Clip available

**Acute Care Professional Monitor**
**Model 25222**
**Key Advantages:**
- Audible initial pressure detection
- 110 Volt power capability
- String and/or pressure pad monitoring with TABS Pressure Pads
- Recordable voice message with built-in microphone
- Separate sensor pad input jack
- Four distinct alarm tones
- Resets alarm during pressure pad use when patient returns their weight to the pad
- Two wall mounting choices
- Low battery alert for peace of mind
- Can be connected to an existing nurse call system
Pad Monitoring Options

TABS Pressure Pads
Key Advantages:
• Restraint-free, discrete monitoring maintains dignity and privacy
• Senses movement to help prevent falls
• Use on chair, wheelchair or bed
• Variety of pressure pads available for chair and bed
• Warranty periods of 14- and 90-days and 1-year

TABS Toilet Pads
Key Advantages:
• Monitoring begins immediately when weight is sensed
• 4 ft. cord allows monitor to be placed out of individual’s reach
• Potty Pad available in both quarter-inch and half-inch thicknesses for compatibility with varying seat bumper heights
• Warranty period of 14-days

Accessory Overview

Model 25120
Add a Wall Mounting Bracket to the wall behind a chair, the commode or even at a loved one’s home.

Model BMB-1000
The Bed Bracket enables you to temporarily attach a TABS monitor to most headboards.

Model 25300
The easy-clip Wheelchair Bracket can be used on standard wheelchairs and Merry Walker® devices.

Model 25100
The Wheelchair Bracket Assembly includes a bracket and two straps.

Model 0707-280
For Cordless Reset, this key fob keeps the TABS monitor from alarming without the cord.

Model 24130
3M Dual Lock™ fasteners mount onto surfaces where permanent mounting is impractical.

Model 25150
TABS monitors work with most nurse call systems using this simple Nurse Call Interface adapter.

Model 24201
The Seat Belt Alarm alerts when the buckle is undone for an attempted wheelchair exit.

Model 24130
3M Dual Lock™ fasteners mount onto surfaces where permanent mounting is impractical.
About STANLEY Healthcare

STANLEY Healthcare provides over 5,000 acute care hospitals and 12,000 long-term care organizations with enterprise solutions that transform safety, security and operational efficiency. The STANLEY Healthcare solution set enables customers to achieve organizational excellence and superior care in five critical areas: Patient Safety, Security & Protection, Environmental Monitoring, Clinical Operations & Workflow and Supply Chain & Asset Management. These solutions are complemented by consulting, training, implementation and integration services. STANLEY Healthcare is proud to be part of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. For more information, visit www.stanleyhealthcare.com.